Alice in Lampshade Land

Sub-human, demon-possessed, evil, wicked, vile neo-Nazi devil-monsters made bars of soap out of Jewish people’s fat and lampshades out of their skin, according to the official stories and rumors of media and classrooms. Yuck! What scum those Nazis were. The only scum lower than them would be someone who would make up such a story to falsely accuse the German people of horrible crimes they never committed. But of course, even though no such supposed soap or lampshade was ever submitted to a science lab, to prove that it really did come from human fat and flesh, and that it was made by Germans; your teachers, reporters, and Judeo-Christian ministers will tell you, “The Germans really did make these monstrous things... Amen.”

Oh my dear, is that you, Cheshire Cat?... My word, this Jewish Wonderland is the strangest I’ve ever been in!

Even holohoaxers sometimes get fed up with the more egregious aspects of the hoax and thus as a kind of damage-control for preserving belief in the core of the tale (the gassings), two Jewish historians... Dr. Raul Hilberg of the Univ. of Vermont and Prof. Deborah Lipstadt of U.C.L.A. have finally admitted in public that the stories about the Nazi lampshades and bars of soap are nothing but lies! (14) But people still repeat the lampshade and soap stories anyway because after all... it’s only Germans that are being defamed. Moreover, what religious believer ever stopped believing in a holy Wonderland just because science or evidence contradicted it?